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Optimizing XACML Policies 
Conflict Detection, Transformation and Minimization

Creating a policy set out of policies with precedence 
definition 

Flattening an existing policy tree 

XACML policy in XML, description logic and graphical 
description

Introduction: Companies and other organizations are making more and more 
use of XACML- based access control solutions. Administrators of XACML 
access control policies are facing the problem of building an efficient policy set 
that resolves conflicts between policies as intended. 

Objective: The following tasks on policies are defined in this thesis
Define parallel algorithms to detect conflicts between policies.
Define parallel algorithms to optimize policy sets
This work focuses on XACML 3. As XACML 2 is in use in most companies 
and organizations a description will be given of how the proposed algorithms 
and solutions can also be applied to it.

Result: Two parallel algorithms to detect conflicts between policies are 
proposed. The first allocates the extreme points of the policies to the 
processes. Each one detects conflicts and forwards the result to the 
neighboring processes if a policy cannot be completely resolved. The other 
algorithm is optimized for the case where a large number of policy groups exist 
only in conflict with each other. In the case of policy set optimization an 
algorithm to minimize targets is proposed. In addition to this, operations on a 
policy set are defined. This includes adding a policy to resolve the conflicts as 
intended and transforming the policy tree to reduce the number of levels, or to 
add additional levels in the policy tree defined by the policy set. To test the 
correctness of these operations an existing mapping to description logic has 
been extended with the algorithms new to XACML 3. The proposed algorithms 
support an administrator in creating a policy tree by optimizing targets, 
detecting conflicts and creating a policy tree out of a set of rules. The 
operations optimize the evaluation performance of a policy set. 
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